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Abstract: The measurement to the intrinsic deformability of arbitrary small-scale subdivision of a shape is an interesting mean-

while valuable research topic. Such measurement can be directly utilized as a reliable criteria to partition object shape into small

components and then assist in accurate shape modeling and description. Compared with single global shape modeling, through

constructing subdivision-based complex shape description, the accuracy and flexibility of shape representation can be significantly

improved. In this paper, we propose a line segment advection based vertex-level three-dimensional shape deformability measuring

method. This measuring strategy can highlight the deformability characteristics of each shape part in any scale and size, at the

same time, quantitatively describe them. The measurement is realized mainly based on the advection of line segments connecting

neighboring shape mesh vertices. For 3D shapes, since the line segment of triangular mesh facet directly reflects the minimal

neighborhood relationships and mesh microstructure, its advection can capture the finest details of shape deformability. Then,

after transferring those information into neighboring vertices, a vertex-level shape deformability measurement can be acquired.

Besides the measuring method, in order to demonstrate its value to shape partitioning and piecewise shape modeling, a straight-

forward shape partitioning method based on the proposed measurement is introduced as well, which is implemented through

unsupervised clustering. Extensive experiments on three publicly available databases are conducted to verify the effectiveness of

proposed methods.

1 Introduction

As a fundamental appearance characteristic, the surface shape of
object has been a sustained focus of research in a number of cognate
fields including computer vision, pattern recognition, image process-
ing, and so forth [1]. The retrieval, correspondence, matching, and
modeling of shapes are all popular research topics, which are of piv-
otal importance to higher level researches such as object recognition,
activity analysis, and computer animation. In this paper, our main
focus is the three-dimensional shape representation and modeling.

In the past few decades, many effective and well-designed shape
modeling methods have been worked out [2]. EGI [3], Shape Dis-
tributions [4], 3D moments [5], and Polar-Fourier [6] explore the
utilization of geometrical features in 3D shape representation. Struc-
tural models are introduced by approaches like MRG [7], ARG [8],
and Skeleton [9]. The symmetry of object is incorporated into the
approaches proposed by [10] and [11]. In addition, Spin-images [12]
and Point Signatures [13] use the local parameters of object.

Linear modeling is a class of classical data representation
approaches, which is commonly utilized in shape description. Gen-
erally, it is concise, computing efficient, and easily implemented.
These advantages are quite important especially to complex three-
dimensional shapes (the overall dimensionality of a 3D shape as
a whole is usually tremendously higher compared with its 2D
counterparts). That is why this class of techniques is still quite preva-
lent [14–23], even though many more accurate nonlinear modeling
approaches have been worked out. One thing to be mentioned is that
a majority of linear modeling techniques adopt Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) [24] as a fundamental tool to realize linear shape
representation.

However, the curse of representation accuracy is still a problem
that has to be faced by linear shape models. This is an unavoid-
able challenge. Nonlinearly deformable to some extent is an intrinsic

Fig. 1: A pair of corresponding line segments on two distinct shapes
of a same right hand.

characteristic of a large amount of object surfaces, and clearly, linear
models are unable to precisely describe this kind of intra variations.
As to this problem, piecewise linear models or component-wise lin-
ear models may be an effective solution. These approaches decom-
pose a whole shape model into a combination of several linear shape
models specified for separate components, and actually offer a deli-
cate trade-off between conciseness and accuracy. Without a doubt, an
appropriate component partitioning strategy plays a vital role in this
class of methods. In the past few years, the idea of piecewise linearity
has been adopted by a number of modeling approaches [20, 25, 26],
but a majority of them rely on manual component division, which
directly degrades the degree of automation and robustness. Thus,
in this paper, we want to discuss an automatic shape partitioning
strategy.

Intuitively, a wise partitioning approach should throw sub-areas
with similar deformability into the same component, so as to min-
imize the representation difficulties faced by each individual com-
ponent model. In terms of 3D shapes, vertex is the minimum area
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constituting unit. Hence, 3D shape partition can be described as
a problem of vertex clustering. In this paper, we will introduce
a vertex-level shape deformability measuring method, where the
deformable ability of each vertex can be quantitatively evaluated
and represented. Clearly, this measurement can be utilized to guide
the procedure of shape partitioning, and elevate the opportunity of
deforming similar vertices being clustered together.

The basic idea of the proposed method can be traced to particle
advection, which is a newly developed technique to analyze and pre-
dict crowd scenes [27–29], where a lot of particles are overlaid on the
first frame of analyzed videos and then advected sequentially. This
concept is closely related with dynamical system. Through monitor-
ing particle advection, the moving modes and rules of crowd can be
clearly disclosed. Motivated by this technique, we will quantitatively
evaluate small-scale shape deformability through the advection of
tiny line segments in a bunch of kindred 3D shapes.

As shown in Fig. 1, in 3D shapes, the tiny line segments con-
necting neighboring vertices can directly reflect the finest shape
structure. Hence, through measuring the variation patterns of these
line segments, the overall deformability of shape in any small scale
can be acquired. Then, after integrating and injecting this informa-
tion into neighboring vertices, a vertex-level shape deformability
measurement can be obtained. One thing to be mentioned is that,
since line segment advection (LSA) has to be conducted on cor-
responding line segments (as demonstrated in Fig. 1), its source
training set must be constituted by aligned shapes. With the impres-
sive development of 3D shape acquisition devices and techniques in
the past few decades, we believe this is not a tough prerequisite.

The effectiveness of this deformability measuring method has
been examined both qualitatively and quantitatively on three pub-
licly available 3D shape databases. Here, since the direct quantita-
tive validation is hardly achieved, an indirect approach is worked
out instead. It is done by evaluating the improvement to model
reconstruction accuracy by introducing LSA based automatic shape
partition into PCA based piecewise linear shape modeling.

To summarize, the main contributions of this paper are threefold:

1. A vertex-level 3D shape deformability measuring approach is
introduced, which can concisely but clearly evaluate the deforma-
bility of arbitrary shape parts in any small scale. It is of great value
to automatic piecewise shape modeling.
2. The idea of small-scale deformability guided shape partitioning
is worked out.
3. An automatic shape component partitioning strategy is proposed,
based on the deformability measurement worked out by LSA.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the LSA based 3D shape deformability measuring method
in detail. Then, the method of LSA driving automatic shape par-
titioning is discussed in Section 3. Experiments are conducted in
Section 4. Section 5 concludes this paper and explores potential
directions for future works.

2 LSA Based 3D Shape Deformability
Measurement

It is well known that a single global linear model can not precisely
represent nonrigid deformable shapes. But if a overall deformable
shape can be divided into a series of components, and then those
components are linearly modeled separately, with no doubts, the
representation difficulties will be evidently reduced. It is this idea
that underlies piecewise linear shape modeling. However, piecewise
modeling introduces an extra problem, how to partition a given shape
automatically. Since the difficulties faced by modeling techniques
are directly related with intrinsic shape deformability, a wise shape
partitioning scheme should take into account this information as a
main gist, and throw the sub-areas with similar deformability into a
same shape partition. In this section, we will give a detailed intro-
duction about the linear segment advection based vertex-level shape
deformability measuring method. Since vertex is the minimum 3D
shape constituting element, this measurement can effectively reflect
the deformability of any scale shape areas.

Suppose xi and xj represent two arbitrary neighboring vertices

on a 3D shape s0, and there is a transformation f t
0 : R3 → R

3 that
can transfer vertices of shape s0 onto those of shape st, in a manner
similar to that illustrated in Fig. 1. Here t = 1, 2, ... , N denotes shape
index. All training shapes are required to have rigorous vertex and
triangulation correspondence.

In 3D shapes, the line segments connecting shape vertices consti-
tute the overall topology of shape, and determine the granularity and
resolution of the represented surface. Thus, they can directly reflect
the characteristics of the tiniest 3D shape structure. Any small-scale
shape pose deformation will cause (and actually is determined by)
the variance of corresponding line segments. According to this prop-
erty, our deformability measuring strategy is achieved mainly based
on the evaluation to the variance of corresponding line segments
among shapes, pairs by pairs sequentially, namely the concept of
line segment advection. Here, to obtain a competent deformability
measurement, the training set should be constructed by shapes with
various poses while rigorously aligned. In order to precisely repre-
sent line segment variance, we first explored an indicator based on
the concept of partial differential, namely,

∂f t
0(x)

∂x
= lim

(xi−xj)→0

f t
0(xi)− f t

0(xj)

xi − xj
. (1)

Clearly, it can be observed that, in the right part of this equation,
the numerator actually corresponds to a line segment on shape st,

while the denominator is its counterpart in shape s0. Hence,
∂ft

0
(x)

∂x
actually reflects the advection of line segments between shape st and
s0. This indicator has obvious theoretical foundation. Since the limit
operation pushes (xi − xj) infinitely approaching 0, which means
the minimum shape line segment can be covered, the finest grained
shape deformations can be reflected by this indicator.

Because both f t
0(x) and x are vectors,

∂ft
0
(x)

∂x is in fact a 3× 3
Jacobian matrix,

∂f t
0(x)

∂x
=







∂f1
∂x1

∂f1
∂x2

∂f1
∂x3

∂f2
∂x1

∂f2
∂x2

∂f2
∂x3

∂f3
∂x1

∂f3
∂x2

∂f3
∂x3






. (2)

Though this is not a scalar representation, the first eigenvalue of

∂ft
0
(x)

∂x

T

·
∂ft

0
(x)

∂x or the simple matrix determinant |
∂ft

0
(x)

∂x | can

be used, if a scalar measurement is preferred. Hence,
∂ft

0
(x)

∂x seems
to be a competent shape deformability measurement. But when try
to actually calculate it, things are different.

It should be noticed that according to the right part of Eq. (2),

the “actual” value of
∂ft

0
(x)

∂x that can be obtained in practice does
not reflect the characteristics of line segments which actually con-
stitute 3D shapes. That is because since as to discrete 3D shape
data, the accurate calculation is unrealizable, generally each entry
of this Jacobian matrix can only be worked out through coordinate
grid based approximation. This is similar with the mechanism of

the calculation of 2D image gradient ( ∂I∂x ), where since the ana-
lytical function expression of image dose not actually exist (as that
of f(x) does), grid-level approximation methods (such as Sobel,
Prewitt, and Roberts) have to be utilized. During these approxi-

mation, for example, suppose x = [0, 0]T , the value of ∂I
∂x can

be worked out only based on five neighboring (grid-level) pixels,

namely, (0, 0)T ,(−1, 0)T ,(1, 0)T ,(0,−1)T , and (0, 1)T . Clearly,
in this process, none of actual line segments in image I(x) has
been considered (because line segments are on vertex-level while
the calculation is on grid-level). Therefore, it can be deduced that in

practical application, the value of
∂ft

0
(x)

∂x can not actually reflect the
variance of shape line segments, which is the first priority for design-
ing a deformability measuring method. Thus, due to the constraints

incurred by practical calculation,
∂ft

0
(x)

∂x is not a qualified indicator,
and other more appropriate alternatives must be worked out.

Motivated by the right part of Eq. (1), we believe direct line
segment comparison may be a good indicator. For one thing, it
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Fig. 2: The Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients between triangle area and corresponding edge length on 3D shapes of three data sets
which the following experiments are carried on. Here each coefficient (which corresponds to a red point on the figures) is calculated based on
an array formed by all triangles on a sample shape.

can straightforward reflect small-scale shape variation. For another,
as represented by Eq. (1), it directly relates with the definition of
∂ft

0
(x)

∂x , an easily understood subtle shape deformability descriptor
(as to its physical meaning), which has been introduced in the begin-
ning of this section. In addition, if we take a closer look at Eq. (1),
it can be deduced that in terms of 3D shapes, the actually existing
(xi − xj ) that approach zero are exactly the line segments starting

from xi (let
∂ft

0
(xi)

∂x be considered). Clearly, this fact further rein-
forces the relationships between actual line segments of 3D shapes
and partial differential of shape transformation, and implies the
effectiveness of line segment based shape deformability measuring
method from another view.

As to the quantitative measurement of line segment compari-
son, it is well known that there are two approaches, subtraction and
division. Here, we choose the former, and specifically, it is defined
as,

∆t
0(xi,xj) = f

t
0(xi)− f

t
0(xj)− (xi − xj), (3)

where the subscript 0 and superscript t represent this is a measure-
ment to the difference of line segment (xi − xj ) on shape 0 and
t.

Here, besides higher computation efficiency, the subtraction rep-
resentor is selected mainly because it reflects the absolute difference
while the division operation provides a normalized difference mea-
surement. As to the topic of shape deformability measurement, the
absolute variance of line segment is a notable factor. The underly-
ing reason is that the length of line segment directly correlates with
its significance in 3D shapes. It is well known that in 3D shapes,
relatively bigger triangles are generally more important than their
smaller counterparts, because they occupy larger area of shape sur-
face. On the other hand, since during triangulation, plump acute
triangles are evidently preferred (Note: as to the representation of
3D shape surface, plump acute triangles are much more advanta-
geous than flat obtuse triangles, and hence triangulation algorithms
generally intentionally select the former and avoid the latter [30].), in
3D shapes, line segment length is generally strongly related with the
area of corresponding triangle. To demonstrate this relevance, Fig.
2 summarizes the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients between
line segment length and corresponding triangle area on 3D shapes
of three data sets. According to the figure, all Spearman coefficients
have values approaching 1, which means evident monotonic relation-
ship. Hence, it can be deduced that the influence to shape structure
caused by the variance of longer line segments and shorter ones at
the same rate will be distinct. For instance, 10% of the variance of
∥xi − xj∥ at length 10 is 1, while its counterpart at length 1 is only
0.1. However, it is totally the same to a division operation based
measurement. According to this fact, it is clear that an absolute line
segment difference based indicator is preferred as to the task of shape
deformability measurement.

As to the specific calculation of overall shape deformability,
in order to maximize the deformability information conveyed by

Fig. 3: A demonstration of line segment advection among triangular
shapes.

all available training shapes, the process of line segment advec-
tion will be conducted on each shape one by one, and thus, the
variance evaluator ∆t

0(xi,xj) should be rigorously represented as

∆t
t−1(xi,xj)(t = 1, 2, ..., N). Fig. 3 demonstrates an example of

line segment advection procedure.
On the other side, as we have mentioned above, since vertex is

the most fundamental 3D shape constituting element, a vertex-level
deformability measuring method is favorite to the task of shape par-
titioning. As to the deformability description of a vertex, it can be
deduced from the right part of Eq. (1) that the line segments exact
connecting with this vertex are the most vital factors, because they
are the only actually existing (xi − xj) that approach but not equal
to zero. Motivated by this idea, our vertex-level deformability indi-
cator is defined as the average of all deformability measurements of
the line segments which directly connect with the vertex, namely,

c
t
t−1(xi) =

1

Mi

∑

xj∈U(xi)

∆t
t−1(xi,xj), (4)

where U(xi) denotes the set of all vertices that are actually con-
nected with vertex xi, which means there is a line segment between
xi and each element of U(xi), and Mi is the size of U(xi).

Correspondingly, the general vertex-level deformability measure-
ment obtained from all training shapes is defined as the mean of all
ctt−1(xi), namely,

c(xi) =
1

N

N
∑

t=1

c
t
t−1(xi). (5)

It can be observed that since the variance of all shape line
segments are involved and evaluated in this measurement, it can
effectively reflect the characteristics of overall shape deformability
in any small scale. Hence, it should be a reliable indicator to assist
automatic 3D shape partitioning.
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3 A LSA Measurement Assisted Shape
Partitioning Approach

In the previous section, we have introduced a vertex-level 3D shape
deformability measuring method, which is mainly driven by line seg-
ment advection. Since vertex is the minimum constituting element of
3D shape, this measurement can effectively reflect shape deformabil-
ity in any small scale. Clearly, when it is used to assist the process
of shape partitioning, vertices that have similar deformability may
have more opportunities to be thrown into a same partition, and
hence a more accurate and concise piecewise shape model can be
constructed.

In this section, we will introduce a straightforward shape parti-
tioning approach with LSA embedded, to demonstrate how to utilize
the proposed deformability measuring method as an example. On the
other side, since the direct quantitative evaluation to the performance
of LSA is hardly achieved, this approach can be used to indirectly
exhibit its effectiveness as well. But, it should be noted that this
approach is only a simple and intuitional application of LSA for
demonstration purpose, rather than an elaborately designed frame-
work to achieve the highest accuracy. Here, because the proposed
partitioning method will be utilized to verify the quantitative perfor-
mance of LSA, we haven’t designed a highly integrated powerful
approach to avoid the potential confusion about who really con-
tributes the performance, LSA or any other integrated approaches?
Hence, when LSA is used in real partitioning applications, we sug-
gest more subtle shape partitioning approaches should be specially
designed.

The core idea of this shape partitioning approach is to evidently
utilize LSA. According to this idea, we design a method mainly
based on the classic unsupervised clustering framework, where the
deformability indicator c(xi) is directly used as part of the feature
vector. Then, considering if the clustering algorithm only relies on
the deformability measurement, a large number of neighboring ver-
tices may be over-segmented, vertex coordinate is also enrolled as
part of the clustering feature. In a word, the overall clustering feature
vector w(xi) can be represented as,

w(xi) = [xi;α(xi) · c(xi)], (6)

where α(xi) is a positive real coefficient that balances the sig-
nificance of vertex coordinate and LSA measurement. Its specific
expression is,

α(xi) = ρ
∥xi∥

∥c(xi)∥
, ρ > 0. (7)

Here, it can be observed that by introducing the coefficient α(xi),
the first and second part of w(xi) can be adjusted to comparable
magnitudes, so that both parts can really play a role during shape
partitioning.

The positive real coefficient ρ is a parameter required to be deter-
mined beforehand. It is well known that accurately calculating the
optimal parameter value is usually time consuming, moreover, a
robust method should not be oversensitive to slight parameter value
variance. Thus, in specific implementation, a fixed interval sampling
based candidate parameter value set is first constructed. Then, the
specific value will be picked up from this set through cross valida-
tion. Though this strategy can not guarantee to acquire the optimal
ρ, if the algorithm is moderately robust to parameter value choice, it
will not incur significant performance degradation.

The algorithm is specifically implemented based on the k-means
clustering framework [31]. It is well known that k-means is a
classic clustering technique with quite straightforward and easily
understood intrinsic structure. Due to its simpleness, we believe
the effectiveness of the proposed LSA measurement can be clearly
verified.

4 Experiments

To validate the effectiveness of LSA and quantitatively evaluate its
capability, in this section we will conduct extensive experiments on

Fig. 4: Samples of experimental data. Fig. 5 will demonstrate the
performance of LSA measurement when using all the 7 shapes of
each column here as the input.

three publicly available 3D shape databases, namely, MPI FAUST
[32], CAPOD [33], and TOSCA [34]. Fig. 4 shows a few samples of
experimental data.

The MPI FAUST database is comprised by a series of human body
shapes belonging to 10 subjects in diverse poses. The shapes are tri-
angulated and each contains 6890 vertices. Since all shapes of the
test subset of this database are not aligned, which is a fundamental
prerequisite of advection based method, our experiments are con-
ducted on its training subset that contains 100 shapes (10 for each
subject).

The CAPOD database contains shapes of 15 classes of generic
objects with various poses. Our experiments are conducted on 74
shapes of 7 classes (the others are discarded because they do not
have uniform shape compositions, for instance some shapes of the
piano class contain a stool while others do not). It should be noticed
that the shape size in this database is relatively small: its number of
vertices ranges from 346 to 3620.

The TOSCA database is composed of high resolution nonrigid
shapes. It includes 9 distinct object classes, such as cat, dog, horse,
and so forth. Since among them, two classes have less than 5 sam-
ples (too small training set can not sufficiently expose the underlying
deformability), we utilize the remain 7 classes to construct the exper-
imental data set. The shape resolution is from 15768 to 52565
vertices, much denser than the other two databases.

4.1 Qualitative Experiments

Fig. 5 demonstrates the qualitative performance of LSA, where
each column of Fig. 4 is used as the training data respectively,
and the corresponding output is shown on a neutral pose shape. It
can be observed on the first row of the figure that LSA is able to
appropriately reflect small-scale shape deformability: the shape parts
corresponding to evident surface deformations are all marked out by
brighter colors (which means they have higher LSA values), such as
the arm, leg, and shoulder of body, the tail of cat, the head and tail of
dolphin, the finger of hand, the feet of spider, and the neck and shoul-
der of guitar. Hence, it can be deduced that LSA measurement should
be helpful to realize deformability oriented shape partitioning.

The second row of Fig. 5 shows the performance of the LSA
assisted shape partitioning method introduced in Section 3. As
demonstrated by the subfigures of the 1st, 2ed, 3rd, and 6th column,
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Fig. 5: The LSA based vertex-level shape deformability measurement learned from each column of Fig. 4, and the corresponding shape
partitioning output. The first row is the norm of LSA measurement c(xi). The second row shows the shape partitions worked out by the
approach introduced in Section 3. The third row is comprised by the partitions acquired only based on coordinate feature.

all legs of human, cat, and the front legs of horse are divided into dif-
ferent components (represented by distinct colors). Through looking
up corresponding training shapes shown in Fig. 4, it can be deduced
that this phenomenon is an appropriate reflection to the deformation
patterns of training shapes, e.g., in the 1st column, the deformation
mode of the left shank is evidently different with that of the right. On
the other side, in the last column, the right bottom part of guitar is
specifically divided out, and it can be observed from corresponding
training shapes that this part indeed varies with unique characteris-
tics compared with other shape parts. Clearly, throwing these unique
deformable parts into extra components can effectively reduce the
diversity of interior deformability, and hence can improve the accu-
racy of corresponding piecewise shape modeling. Comparatively, the
partitions shown in the third row, namely the output worked out with-
out the assistance of LSA, can not reflect this kind of emphasis on
shape deformability.

In addition, since deformability is inherently correlated with
object structure (vertices belonging to a same genuine object com-
ponent generally have more opportunities to share similar deforma-
bility), it can be observed that LSA also brings other extra improve-
ments and promotes the overall partitioning performance. For exam-
ple, in the 1st column, LSA partitioning successfully locates upper
arms; in the 3rd column, both hands are accurately segmented out; in
the 5th column, the intactness of palm is reserved, while the varying
patterns of fingers are effectively reflected, and similar circumstance
can be observed on the partition of spider (the 7th column) as well.

4.2 Quantitative Experiments

In this paper, the quantitative verification experiments are indirectly
conducted through shape partitioning. As to partition algorithm,
since component number is a relatively subjective configuration and
hardly predetermined, we choose to exhaustively experiment the
situations ranging from 3 to 20 components. Each experiment is
repeated 10 times with randomly selected training and evaluating
samples. In addition, since according to Eq. (5), the value of c(xi)
is related with the advection sequence (as exampled in Fig. 3), the
training shape permutation order will be determined randomly as
well.

Table 1 demonstrates the average SD (standard deviation) of LSA
measurement within each shape partition of the divided shapes on
the three data sets. This is actually an evaluation to the similarity of
interior shape deformability within each shape partition. It can be
observed that compared with undivided shapes (Global), piecewise
shapes generally have much better interior deformability similarity,
which means the representation difficulties faced by modeling tech-
niques will be evidently reduced. Moreover, according to the table,
it is clear that compared with coordinate clustering (Coordinate), our
approach can consistently further improve this similarity.

In order to quantitatively evaluate the performance of LSA in
assisting piecewise shape modeling, we will further inspect the
representation/reconstruction accuracy. This series of experiments
are implemented through commonly utilized PCA linear shape
modeling, i.e.,

s = s̄+ Pb, (8)

where a shape s is described by the sum of the mean shape s̄ and
the multiplication of eigenvector matrix P and model coefficient
vector b. The representation accuracy is evaluated through ℓ2-norm
minimization based shape reconstruction error, namely,

e =
∥

∥s− [s̄+ PP
T (s− s̄)]

∥

∥

2
. (9)

During piecewise shape modeling, there will be an individual
PCA model for each separate shape partition, which means the rep-
resentation vector and following reconstructed shape are calculated
on each partition independently.

For comparison, we also conduct experiments with only ver-
tex coordinates as the clustering feature, and when assisted by the
norm of LSA (rather than the LSA vector). As demonstrated in
Fig. 5, the norm of LSA can be utilized as a measurement to shape
deformability as well.

On the MPI FAUST data set, there are 10 shapes for each subject.
The experiments are carried out based on leave-one-out training and
evaluating configuration, i.e., 9 training samples and 1 evaluating
sample. The average reconstruction errors under different number of
partitions are summarized in Fig. 6. It shows LSA stably improves
the reconstruction errors under every shape partitioning assignment.
Specifically, the LSA vector method achieves average 15.41% accu-
racy improvement over coordinate only clustering, while LSA norm
improves 15.31%.

The CAPOD database contains many similar shapes and their
deformation patterns are relatively simple. As a result, the leave-
one-out configuration could easily lead to approximate zero recon-
struction errors, which makes this series of experiments trivial. To
overcome this flaw, we reduce the number of training samples to 7.
The overall experimental performance is shown in Fig. 7. Compared
with the performance on the MPI FAUST data set, here, LSA vec-
tor is evidently better than LSA norm. In detail, the advantage of
LSA vector to sole coordinate is 35.71%, while that of LSA norm is
29.57%.

In experiments on the high resolution TOSCA database, the num-
ber of training samples has to be reduced to 5 to avoid running out of
memory in our hardware platform (Intel i5 2.4 GHz and 6 GB mem-
ory). The reconstruction errors are demonstrated in Fig. 8. It can
be observed that the performance is similar to that obtained on the
other two data sets. The specific average promotion of LSA vector
to coordinate only is 24.32%, and that of LSA norm is 12.46%.
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Table 1 The Average SD of LSA Measurement within Each Shape Partition of the Divided Shapes.

Database Global
Clustering Part Number

Feature 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

MPI FAUST 0.0067
Coordinate 0.0064 0.0062 0.0057 0.0057 0.0056 0.0053 0.0053 0.0052 0.0050 0.0048 0.0046 0.0044 0.0042 0.0040 0.0039 0.0039 0.0039 0.0037

LSA+Coordinate 0.0062 0.0059 0.0056 0.0054 0.0053 0.0051 0.0049 0.0046 0.0043 0.0043 0.0042 0.0040 0.0039 0.0038 0.0038 0.0037 0.0036 0.0036

CAPOD 0.0557
Coordinate 0.0483 0.0475 0.0464 0.0442 0.0425 0.0417 0.0407 0.0405 0.0400 0.0392 0.0389 0.0376 0.0378 0.0374 0.0365 0.0368 0.0374 0.0372

LSA+Coordinate 0.0492 0.0477 0.0462 0.0437 0.0415 0.0415 0.0397 0.0390 0.0388 0.0387 0.0380 0.0363 0.0355 0.0365 0.0355 0.0356 0.0350 0.0346

TOSCA 0.2408
Coordinate 0.2005 0.2013 0.1898 0.1710 0.1705 0.1560 0.1498 0.1518 0.1463 0.1443 0.1467 0.1458 0.1402 0.1371 0.1364 0.1330 0.1318 0.1320

LSA+Coordinate 0.1995 0.1919 0.1885 0.1717 0.1583 0.1510 0.1437 0.1430 0.1381 0.1394 0.1377 0.1285 0.1353 0.1315 0.1259 0.1268 0.1223 0.1244
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Fig. 6: The average shape reconstruction errors on the MPI FAUST
data set.
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Fig. 7: The average shape reconstruction errors on the CAPOD data
set.

In summary, according to the experimental performance on these
three data sets, the proposed LSA measurement can faithfully reflect
the characteristics of small-scale shape deformation, and effectively
improve the accuracy of representing shape with piecewise shape
models.

5 Conclusions and Future Works

In this paper, we have introduced an easily implemented vertex-
level 3D shape deformability measuring method. By advecting and
monitoring line segments, it can directly reflect small-scale deforma-
bility within the whole shape. It is of great value to the design
of deformation centered shape partitioning method, and can evi-
dently improve piecewise shape modeling performance. Through
introducing this measurement into shape partitioning, vertices that
have similar deformability characteristics will have more opportuni-
ties to be thrown into a same division, and therefore the complexity
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Fig. 8: The average shape reconstruction errors on the TOSCA data
set.

of deformation contained in each shape partition can be effectively
reduced. Unique to the method is that it allows piecewise linear mod-
els to accurately describe more deformable complicated shapes, and
significantly improves the representational compactness.

In this paper, we have qualitatively and quantitatively validated
the effectiveness of LSA based deformability measurement. In the
near future, we will advance this research in three directions. First,
we will try to design an integrated powerful partitioning strategy to
pursue the maximum representation accuracy promotion. Second,
static shape structure characteristics, such as the curvature, will be
incorporated with the proposed approach to further improve shape
partitioning performance. Since structure feature is directly related
with genuine shape component composition, this kind of combina-
tion may be helpful to keep the integrity of acquired shape parts, as to
physical meaning. Third, other small-scale sub-structure advection
based approaches will be explored, such as triangle.
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